Abstract.
The aim of this note is to prove that the set of values of a normaloperator-valued function, defined and analytic on an open connected set in the complex plane, is commutative. We were not able to find whether such a result is already known.
Throughout the paper we denote by Jf the set of nonnegative integers and by L(X) the C*-algebra of all bounded endomorphisms of a complex Hilbert space X. = 0 (Í G 0).
Since the series (3) converges for 0_><1 it is easy to see that also the series (5) îrlii^*-*-^4* ,=o L*=o converges for 0_><1. It follows that the series (4) converges uniformly on every closed disc contained in Qi. Let /» g JA. Multiplying (4) with £p_1 and integrating term-by-term along the boundary of the disc with radius r<l and with center at the point 0 we obtain (6) J (A,A*+V -A*+vAt)r2^ = 0 (0 = r < I). analytic on S¡. Further, (6) tells us that G(r)=0 (0_><1). By a wellknown theorem it follows that (7(0=0 (t, eS>), which implies A{A*+9 -A*+PAt « 0 (ieJT).
Since p e Jr was arbitrary it follows that (7) AiA* = A*Ai (ieJrjeJT).
In particular, (7) This assures (cf. [3, p. 182] ) the existence of a commutative C*-subalgebra sé of the algebra L(X) which contains the operators Ai (ieJf). Since sé is a closed linear subspace of L(X), by the Hahn-Banach theorem a set ¿F of bounded linear functionals on L(X) exists such that A e sé if and only if u(A)=0 (ueT). Now, clearly F(t) esé (te W(to)) so that u[F(t)]=0
(t e ^i(to), ue3T). By the analytic continuation principle the connectedness of Si implies that w[F(£)]=0 (£e¿^, ue^~) which means that F(t) ese (l e2¿). Since sé is a commutative C*-subalgebra of L(X), the assertion is proved. Q.E.D.
